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With the recent detection of gravitational waves (GWs), marking the start of the new field of GW
astronomy, the push for building more sensitive laser-interferometric gravitational wave detectors (GWDs)
has never been stronger. Balanced homodyne detection (BHD) allows for a quantum-noise (QN) limited
readout of arbitrary light field quadratures, and has therefore been suggested as a vital building block for
upgrades to Advanced LIGO and third-generation observatories. In terms of the practical implementation
of BHD, we develop a full framework for analyzing the static optical high-order modes (HOMs) occurring
in the BHD paths related to the misalignment or mode matching at the input and output ports of the laser
interferometer. We find the effects of HOMs on the quantum-noise limited sensitivity is independent of the
actual interferometer configuration; e.g. Michelson and Sagnac interferometers are affected in the same
way. We show that misalignment of the output ports of the interferometer (output misalignment) only
affects the high-frequency part of the quantum-noise limited sensitivity (detection noise). However, at low
frequencies, HOMs reduce the interferometer response and the radiation pressure noise (back-action noise)
by the same amount and hence the quantum-noise limited sensitivity is not negatively affected in that
frequency range. We show that the misalignment of the laser into the interferometer (input misalignment)
produces the same effect as output misalignment and additionally decreases the power inside the
interferometer. We also analyze dynamic HOM effects, such as beam jitter created by the suspended
mirrors of the BHD. Our analyses can be directly applied to any BHD implementation in a future GWD.
Moreover, we apply our analytical techniques to the example of the speed meter proof-of-concept
experiment under construction in Glasgow. We find that for our experimental parameters, the performance
of our seismic isolation system in the BHD paths is compatible with the design sensitivity of the
experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After a half-century search, the first detection of gravi-
tational waves in 2015 [1] further inspired the worldwide
effort to increase the sensitivity of laser-interferometric
gravitational wave detectors (GWDs). As the design
sensitivity of the second-generation detectors is limited
by quantum noise over most of the detection frequency
band, the development and implementation of novel
techniques which reduce or even circumvent quantum
noise is a major task within the detector collaborations [2].
Quantum noise originates from the quantum nature of

laser light and manifests itself in two ways. Shot noise, or

sensing noise, dominates at high frequencies, while radi-
ation pressure noise, or back-action noise, dominates at low
frequency. At each frequency there is an optimal laser
power which balances the two noise sources, giving rise to
the so-called “standard quantum limit” (SQL). Using
quantum nondemolition (QND) techniques [3], it is in
principle possible to achieve sensitivities beyond the SQL
[4,5]. These techniques often require the readout of a
specific quadrature of the interferometer output light field,
e.g. in the variational readout scheme [4]. Balanced
homodyne detection (BHD) allows for arbitrary readout
quadratures and therefore naturally offers itself for this task.
Another approach to surpass the SQL is the speed meter
topology [6], in which the speed of a test mass is detected
instead of its position. In 2003, Chen [7] pointed out that
the Sagnac interferometer topology behaves as a speed
meter, and a proof-of-principle experiment is currently
being set up in Glasgow [8]. As it turns out, there is no
suitable carrier field available in the output port of Sagnac
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interferometers and so an external local oscillator (LO) is
required, which is provided by BHD.
Current GWDs employ a dc readout [9] (sometimes also

referred to as a “homodyne readout”), in which a small
differential arm-length offset is introduced that leads to
some carrier light in the signal port and which serves as the
LO for detection with a single photodetector. The local
oscillator power needs to be chosen such that the photon
shot noise is well above the electronic noise of the detector.
Now that quantum-noise reduction using squeezed light has
become a key ingredient of current detectors [10,11], the
requirements for the local oscillator power and the resulting
voltages in the photodetector electronics are close to
reaching technical limitations as the squeezing strength
further improves [12]. Here, the current-subtracting design
of BHD helps to bring the requirements down again to
manageable levels [13].
Thus, there is significant interest in applying BHD in

GWDs as an enabling technology for further improvements
in the quantum-noise limited sensitivity. So far there is
surprisingly little experience with BHD in gravitational wave
detectors [13,14], especially with regards to the requirements
and difficulties that come with suspended optics, long
baselines and highest sensitivities in the few hundred hertz
regime. Here we develop a framework to investigate and
define those effects. In Sec. II, we introduce a general
calculation in a BHD readout involving the higher-order
mode components; in Sec. III, we consider how HOMs enter
the quantum noise picture that describes interferometers such
as GWDs; in Sec. IV, we then illustrate how HOMs come
about from misalignment and mismatch in BHD; in Sec. V,
we derive how static misalignment or mismatch affect the
quantum-noise limited sensitivity of a Michelson interfer-
ometer; in Sec. VI, we look at the example of the Glasgow
SSM experiment to verify the effects on such a QND
techniques candidate configuration; in Sec. VII, we calculate
the dynamic beam jitter noise coupling in a BHD readout.

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF BALANCED HOMODYNE
DETECTION WITH HIGHER-ORDER MODES

Let us start by establishing the fundamental equations
whichdescribeBHDreadoutwithHOMs.Wedefine the time-
varying electrical fields of the signal and LO beams as sðr; tÞ
and lðr; tÞ, respectively, where we collected the transverse
spatial coordinates in r. For both fields, we separate the dc
components Smn, Lmn from the fluctuations smn and lmn,
wherem,n ≥ 0 are the indices of theHermite-Gaussianmode
expansions, TEMmn. A natural reference for the mode
expansion is the fundamental mode of the optical instrument,
e.g. the fundamental mode defined by the arm cavities in a
GWD. The two optical fields can then be written as

sðr; tÞ ∝
X
m;n≥0

umnðr; zÞ½Smn þ smn�e−iωt þ H:c: ð1Þ

lðr; tÞ ∝
X
m;n≥0

umnðr; zÞ½Lmn þ lmn�e−iωt þ H:c: ð2Þ

where umnðr; zÞ is the spatial distribution of the electric field
of Hermite-Gaussian modes of orders m, n in the plane
transverse of the direction of propagation z; ω is the carrier
frequency; and H.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate.
Afterwards, the signal and LO beams are overlapped

on the BHD beam splitter with a relative phase ϕh that
defines the homodyne angle, i.e. the detected light field
quadrature. The fields in the two beam splitter outputs are
given by

P1 ¼
leiϕh þ sffiffiffi

2
p ; P2 ¼

−leiϕh þ sffiffiffi
2

p : ð3Þ

These fields are detected by two photodiodes, and the
resulting photocurrents are subtracted from each other,
resulting in the output photocurrent

IBHD ∝ P1P
†
1 − P2P

†
2

¼
X
m;n≥0

ðLmn þ lmnÞðSmn þ smnÞ†eiϕh þ H:c: ð4Þ

To simplify the notation, in the following we use a
single index j to enumerate the mode indices mn, i.e.
for j ¼ 0, fmng ¼ f00g; for j ¼ 1, fmng ¼ f01g; for
j ¼ 2, fmng ¼ f02g, etc.
For future purposes, we separate the BHD photocurrent

into the classical dc and the fluctuation parts using so-
called “two-photon formalism” [15,16] which is used to
describe the fields using a two-dimensional vector of two
orthogonal quadrature amplitudes. Then the dc components
and fluctuations in signal beam and LO beam are defined as
S, s, L, l, in which e.g. s ¼ ðsc; ssÞT, where the superscript
T stands for transpose. The additional homodyne angle ϕh
is used to single out the particular readout quadrature.
Mathematically, it means that the LO field needs to be
multiplied by a rotation matrix of the following form:

Hϕh
¼

�
cosðϕhÞ − sinðϕhÞ
sinðϕhÞ cosðϕhÞ

�
: ð5Þ

Then the classical dc part reads

IdcBHD ∝
X
j≥0

S†jHϕh
Lj þ H:c:; ð6Þ

while the fluctuating part, containing classical and quantum
noise as well as modulation sidebands, is given by

IflBHD ∝
X
j≥0

s†jHϕh
Lj

þ
X
j≥0

S†jHϕh
lj þ

X
j≥0

s†jHϕh
lj þ H:c: ð7Þ
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III. QUANTUM-NOISE CHARACTER IN
BALANCED HOMODYNE READOUT

In this section, we focus on the effect the HOMs have on
the quantum noise of an interferometer with BHD readout.
We denote the input light fields at the dark port (DP) and

bright port (BP) of the interferometer i and p, respectively.
Then o and q stand for the respective output fields. Those
will contribute to the signal and LO light fields. Then we
can introduce the I/O relations by defining the interferom-
eter transfer matrix (TM):

0
B@

o0
o1

..

.

1
CA

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
~O

¼

0
B@

A00 A01 � � �
A10 A11 � � �
..
. ..

. . .
.

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
A∶ DP→DPTM

0
B@

i0
i1

..

.

1
CAþ

0
B@

B00 B01 � � �
B10 B11 � � �
..
. ..

. . .
.

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
B∶BP→DPTM

0
B@

p0
p1

..

.

1
CAþ

0
B@

E01 E02 � � � E0N

E11 E12 � � � E1N

..

. ..
. ..

.

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Ro

0
BBB@

x1
x2

..

.

xN

1
CCCA ð8Þ

0
B@

q0
q1

..

.

1
CA

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
~Q

¼

0
B@

C00 C01 � � �
C10 C11 � � �
..
. ..

. . .
.

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
C∶ DP→BPTM

0
B@

i0
i1

..

.

1
CAþ

0
B@

D00 D01 � � �
D10 D11 � � �
..
. ..

. . .
.

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
D∶BP→BPTM

0
B@

p0
p1

..

.

1
CAþ

0
B@

F01 F02 � � � F0N

F10 F11 � � � F1N

..

. ..
. ..

.

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Rq

0
BBB@

x0
x1

..

.

xN

1
CCCA: ð9Þ

Any single transfer matrix, e.g.Akj, is a 2 × 2matrix that
stands for the transformation from the TEMj input field to
the TEMk output field. Ekj is a two-dimensional vector of
the optomechanical response functions of the kth output
mode at the DP to the displacement, xjðΩÞ, of the jth
mechanical degree of freedom of the interferometer, with N
being the total number of mechanical degrees of freedom.
The BP response function Fkj is defined in the same way.
We use notations Ro and Rq for the whole response
matrices for DP and BP, respectively.
Since gravitational waves couple to the differential

degree of freedom of the arm cavities, it is sufficient for
us to consider only the longitudinal motion of the two end
test masses, i.e. x1 and x2, defining their common mode xþ
and differential mode x− via

x1 ¼
xþ þ x−

2
; x2 ¼

xþ − x−
2

: ð10Þ

Then the response functions E01 and E02 for the funda-
mental light mode we measure can be written in terms of
the latter ones, Rþ and R−, as

E01 ¼ Rþ þR−; E02 ¼ Rþ −R−: ð11Þ

The output fields o and q are sent towards the BHD
through a train of steering optics. The LO beam can be
derived from various sources. For example, in the particular
case of the Glasgow SSM (that will be discussed in detail
later in this article), the reflection from the interferometer is
used to provide the LO for the BHD, i.e. the BP as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. Note that this scenario is more general than

the simpler case of getting the LO beam by picking off
some light from the pumping laser directly (by turning the
beam splitter after the laser by 90 degrees in Fig. 1), for
mathematically this amounts to setting to zero all Cij and
Fij in Eq. (9), and also setting Dij ¼ I2δij with I2 being a
2 × 2 identity matrix and δij the Kronecker delta.

FIG. 1. Schematic of a balanced homodyne readout setup of a
generic interferometer. The input and output fields at the bright
port of the interferometer are denoted as p and q, respectively,
while the corresponding fields at the dark port of the interfer-
ometer are denoted as i and o, respectively. Then the o field and q
field enter into the BHD path as signal beam s and LO beam l.
There is also a vacuum field v that couples into the l field due to
the LO pickoff mirror. l and s are overlapped with each other at
the balanced homodyne beam splitter. The output photo current
IBHD is a subtraction of the output of two photodiodes. The
homodyne angle ϕh is the relative phase of the two beams
entering the BHD.
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Due to imperfect optics, and alignment fluctuations origi-
nating from residual pendulum motion, o and q will suffer
from misalignment and mismatch with respect to the inter-
ferometer modes. A redistribution of different modes will
ensue and the newmodes of theLO, l, and signal beam, s, will
be a mixture of the original modes o and q. Mismatch and
misalignment can be described by scattering matricesOl and
Os for the LO beam and signal beam, respectively, defined as

0
B@

s0
s1

..

.

1
CA ¼

0
B@

Os
00 Os

01 � � �
Os

10 Os
11 � � �

..

. ..
. . .

.

1
CA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Os

0
B@

o0
o1

..

.

1
CA;

0
B@

l0
l1

..

.

1
CA ¼

0
BB@

Hϕh
Ol

00 Hϕh
Ol

01 � � �
Hϕh

Ol
10 Hϕh

Ol
11 � � �

..

. ..
. . .

.

1
CCA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Ol

0
B@

q0
q1

..

.

1
CA; ð12Þ

where (as shown in Fig. 2) the matrix component Os
kj

(Ol
kj) describes how the jth mode of the o field (q field)

contributes to the kth mode of the s field (l field). Each
Os

kj (Ol
kj) is a 2 × 2 matrix. Os (Ol) are not arbitrary;

rather they need to satisfy the unitarity relation O†
sOs ¼

O†
lOl ¼ I, where I is the identity matrix, as a consequence

of the law of energy conservation.
As the LO field mixes in a vacuum field v coming from

the open port of the pickoff mirror (see Fig. 2), the actual
LO field at the BHD reads

l0 ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rp

p
l þ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Tp

p
v; ð13Þ

where Rp and Tp are the power reflectivity and trans-
missivity of the pickoff mirror, respectively. Then accord-
ing to Eq. (7), we can write out the BHD readout
photocurrent in terms of quantum noise and differential
mode motion as

FIG. 2. Schematic of the HOM fields transformation in the interferometer with BHD readout. Multiple modes field p and i can enter
into the interferometer from BP and DP, and only the interferometer mode field will suffer the ponderomotive squeezing effect, which
can be explained by the four transfer matricesA, B, C, D. The output fields from BP and DP are q and o. We represent the misalignment
and mismatch in both paths, signal and LO, by a separate block, i.e. Os and Ol. The necessity for a pickoff mirror in order to create the
LO beam causes additional vacuum noise v to couple into the BHD readout.
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IBHD ∝
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rp

p
L†½OsðAiþ BpÞ� þ S†½ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Rp

p
OlðCiþ DpÞ þ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Tp

p
v� þ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Rp

p
L†

0
BB@

Os
00

Os
10

..

.

1
CCAR−x− þ H:c:; ð14Þ

in which we neglect the term ∝ l†s, the second-order term
in the noise fluctuations. Finally, using the formalism of
Eq. (12) in [17], one can write down the quantum-noise
power spectral density as

S ∝
�
L†OsðASiA† þ BSpB†ÞO†

sL

þ S†OlðCSiC† þ DSpD†ÞO†
l S

þ L†OsðASiC† þ BSpD†ÞO†
l S

þ S†OlðCSiA† þ DSpB†ÞO†
sL

þ Tp

Rp
S†S

�,������L†

0
B@

Os
00

Os
10

..

.

1
CAR−

������
2

; ð15Þ

where Si and Sp are the power spectral density matrices of i
and p input fields [18]. For each optical mode, the
components of Si and Sp are defined as

πSi
jj0δjj0δðΩ −Ω0Þ≡ hîjðΩÞî†j0 ðΩ0Þ þ î�jðΩ0ÞîTj0 ðΩÞi

πSp
jj0δjj0δðΩ −Ω0Þ≡ hp̂jðΩÞp̂†

j0 ðΩ0Þ þ p̂�
jðΩ0Þp̂T

j0 ðΩÞi;
ð16Þ

where we define the Hermitian conjugate of the two-
dimensional vector of light quadratures of the jth mode
as ij† ¼ ði†c;j; i†s;jÞ and the complex conjugate of the same

vector as ij� ¼ ði†c;j; i†s;jÞT. Si;p
jj0 are 2 × 2 matrices of power

spectral densities of input fields in the jth mode when j ¼
j0 and cross spectral densities between the jth and j0th
modes of the corresponding input fields, if there are any.

IV. MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF
MISMATCH AND MISALIGNMENT OF

MULTIMODE HERMITE-GAUSSIAN BEAMS
IN A LINEAR OPTICAL SETUP

In this section, following the formalism of [19,20], we
calculate scattering matrices that describe transformation of
the multimode Gaussian beam as it undergoes misalign-
ment in the imperfect optical steering train from an input or
output port of the interferometer to the corresponding input
port of the balanced homodyne detector.
Firstly, we define the Cartesian coordinate system

ðx; y; zÞ for the mode at the output port of the interferom-
eter. We assume the beam propagates along the z-axis with
z0 being the position of the beam waist and z ¼ 0 is the
location of the observation plane. x, y are the transverse
spatial coordinates. Then, the spatial profile of the Hermite-
Gaussian beam is given by

umnðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð1þ ζ2Þ12NmnHm

��
2

1þ ζ2

�1
2 x
w0

�
Hn

��
2

1þ ζ2

�1
2 y
w0

�
e
−ikzþiðmþnþ1Þ arctanðζÞ− x2þy2

w2
0
ð1−iζÞ; ð17Þ

where ζ ¼ z−z0
zR

is a normalized z-coordinate and zR is the
Rayleigh range of the beam. We define the angular aperture
of the beam as γ ¼ w0=zR. The normalization factor Nmn is
given by Nmn ¼ πw2

02
mþn−1m!n!. The individual modes

satisfy the orthogonality condition

ZZ þ∞

−∞
drumnðx; y; zÞu�klðx; y; zÞ ¼ δmkδnl: ð18Þ

We then introduce a misalignment of the beam by an
angle θ around the −y-axis at the beam waist location,
followed by transverse displacements Δx and Δy. These
transformations yield the new misaligned beam coordinate
system ðx0; y0; z0Þ (see Fig. 3). In addition, we allow for a

mismatch of the beam parameters, which can be described
by the two coefficients

K0 ¼
z0 − z00
zR

;

KR ¼ z0R − zR
zR

¼ w02
0 − w2

0

w2
0

: ð19Þ

Therefore, misalignment of the two beams is parametrized
by Δx, Δy and θ, while the mismatch in beam size and
wavefront curvature is parametrized by K0 and KR. The
transformation between ðx; y; zÞ and ðx0; y0; z0Þ can then be
written as
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x0

w0
0

¼ xþ Δxþ z sinðθÞ
ð1þ KRÞ12w0

;

y0

w0
0

¼ yþ Δy
ð1þ KRÞ12w0

;

ζ0 ¼ ζ þ K0

1þ KR
: ð20Þ

As the spatial modes of the initial beam, umnðx; y; zÞ,
comprise a full orthonormal set, any mode um0n0 of
the misaligned beam can be expressed in terms of the
former,

um0n0 ðx0; y0; z0Þ ¼
X∞
m¼0

X∞
n¼0

cm
0n0

mn umnðx; y; zÞ: ð21Þ

The coupling coefficients cm
0n0

mn are obtained from Eqs. (18)
and (20), resulting in

cm
0n0

mn ¼ e−ikðz00−z0Þei2kzsin2ðθ2Þ
ZZ þ∞

−∞
drum0n0u�mneikx sinðθÞ:

ð22Þ

Since Hermite-Gaussian modes are factorizable in
x and y, the same applies to the coupling coefficients,
i.e. cm

0n0
mn ¼ cm

0
m cn

0
n . According to [19], the factorized cou-

pling coefficient reads

cm
0

m ¼ ð−1ÞmEðxÞðm0!m!ð1þ KRÞm0þ1
2ð1þ K�Þ−ðmþm0þ1ÞÞ12½Sg − Su�e

−ikðz0
0
−z0Þ

2 ; ð23aÞ

Sg ¼
X½m0=2�

μ0¼0

X½m=2�

μ¼0

ð−1Þμ0Xm0−2μ0X0m−2μ

ðm0 − 2μ0Þ!ðm − 2μÞ!
Xminðμ;μÞ

σ¼0

ð−1ÞσFμ0−σF0μ−σ

ð2σÞ!ðμ0 − σÞ!ðμ − σÞ! ; ð23bÞ

Su ¼
X½ðm0−1Þ=2�

μ0¼0

X½ðm−1Þ=2�

μ¼0

ð−1Þμ0Xm0−2μ0−1X0m−2μ−1

ðm0 − 2μ0 − 1Þ!ðm − 2μ − 1Þ!
Xminðμ0;μÞ

σ¼0

ð−1ÞσFμ0−σF0μ−σ

ð2σ þ 1Þ!ðμ0 − σÞ!ðμ − σÞ! : ð23cÞ

The symbol [m=2] stands for the integer part of m
2
.

Su ¼ 0 for m ¼ 0 or m0 ¼ 0. The notations in Eqs. (23) are
given in Table I. For the y-axis, m, m0 have to be replaced
by n, n0 and X, X0 by Y.
As misalignment angles and shifts are usually small

compared to the wave front curvature scale, hereafter we
neglect the effect of wave front tilting.
The above calculated coefficients can be translated into

the components of the scattering matrices Os
jj0 and Ol

jj0 ,
which describe the misalignment effects in the signal and
LO path, in two-photon formalism, for the individual
optical modes at the corresponding input ports of the BHD:

Os
kj ¼ jckj jHϕkj

; Ol
kj ¼ jdkj jHψkj

ð24Þ

where ckj →cm
0n0

mn ¼cm
0

m cn
0

n and ϕkj ≡ argðckjÞ, and similarly
for dkj and ψkj.

The many elements in the optical paths that connect the
output ports of the interferometer to the corresponding
input port of the BHD each apply their own misalignment
and mismatch transformations. Here we reduce this

TABLE I. Notations used in Eqs. (23).

K KRþiK0

2

X ð1þ K�Þ−1
2ðΔxw0

− ðð−z0ÞzR
− iÞ θγÞ

X0 ð1þ K�Þ−1
2ðΔxw0

− ðð−z00ÞzR
þ ið1þ 2K�ÞÞ θγÞ

Y ð1þ K�Þ−1
2
Δy
w0

F K
2ð1þKRÞ

F0 K�
2

EðxÞ
e−

X0X
2
−iΔxw0

θ
γ0

EðyÞ
e−

y2

2

FIG. 3. Schematic of the general mismatch and misalignment
transformation of the Gaussian beam. The waist sizes of the initial
beam and the transformed beam are given by w0, w0

0, respectively.
z0 and z00 stand for the coordinates of the waist position of the two
beams in the corresponding coordinate systems. The observation
plane is located at z ¼ 0 and z0 ¼ 0. The misalignment can be
described by the angular misalignment θ, as well as by the
displacements Δx and Δy.
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complexity to a single effective beam rotation (θ), and
lateral (Δx and Δy) shifts of the beam and modified beam
parameters (z00, z

0
R) as they are measured at the detection

point, i.e. at the input of the BHD. It can be easily shown
that this does not undermine the generality of our treatment,
and the transform that any linear optical system does to the
HG optical beam can be represented in that way [19,21].

V. INFLUENCE OF HIGHER-ORDER MODES ON
THE QUANTUM NOISE IN A MICHELSON
INTERFEROMETER WITH BALANCED

HOMODYNE DETECTION

In this section, we provide the application of the above
framework on the conventional Fabry-Pérot-Michelson
interferometer. The interferometer transfer matrices, A,
B, C, D, defined in Eqs. (8), can be written for our
particular case as [4]

A00 ¼ e2iβarm
�

1 0

−KMI 1

�
; B00 ¼

�
0 0

0 0

�
; ð25aÞ

C00 ¼
�
0 0

0 0

�
; D00 ¼ e2iβarm

�
1 0

−KMI 1

�
ð25bÞ

for the fundamental mode of the interferometer. KMI is
the optomechanical coupling factor of a Fabry-Pérot-
Michelson interferometer defined as

KMI ¼
2Θγarm

Ω2ðγ2arm þ Ω2Þ ; ð26Þ

where γarm ¼ cTITM
4L is the half-bandwidth of the arm cavities

of length L and with input mirror power transmittance
TITM, andΘ ¼ 4ωParm

McL is the normalized circulating power in
both arms.
For the HOMs, i.e. for j, k > 0, we assume the high-

finesse arm-cavity interferometer to be a highly selective
mode filter that does not let HOMs in, rather reflecting
them off without any dispersion (frequency dependent
phase shift). Therefore the corresponding transfer matrices
take a particularly simple form:

Akj ¼ Dkj ¼ δkj

�
1 0

0 1

�
; Bkj ¼ Ckj ¼

�
0 0

0 0

�
;

ð27Þ

indicating that the vacuum noise in HOMs is reflected to
the output port right away, without any additional phase
shift. However, the fundamental mode light interacts with
the interferometer and thereby it gets ponderomotively
squeezed by the optomechanical interaction with the
mechanical degrees of freedom of the interferometer.

This fact is reflected in Fig. 3 by the squeezed error ellipse
of the TEM00 mode at both IFO output ports, o and q.
The response of the interferometer to the differential

mechanical modes of the arm mirrors, that are of particular
interest in the context of gravitational wave detectors, can
be written as

R− ¼ eiβarm
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2KMI

p
xSQL

�
0

1

�
; ð28Þ

where xSQL stands for the single-sided spectral density of
the standard quantum limit in terms of displacement, and
βarm ¼ arctanð Ω

γarm
Þ is the phase shift that the light sidebands

with frequency Ω acquire when propagating through and
reflecting off the arm cavity [22].
We can distinguish three different cases of how misalign-

ments can couple into the BHD readout:
(1) Output misalignment occurring in one or both of the

BHD paths, which refers to (a) in Fig. 4.
(2) Input misalignment in the interferometer, which will

cause multiple mode fields to be injected into the
interferometer as shown in Fig. 2 and is referred to as
(b) in Fig. 4.

(3) Combination of the input and output misalignment,
which refers to (c) in Fig. 4.

We note that the pickoff mirror is set to pick up the
reflection beam of the interferometer as the LO beam. As
the specific design for implementing the BHD readout in a
full large scale GW detector, i.e. Advanced LIGO, is still
under discussion, in the following we use similar instru-
ment parameters as for the Fabry-Pérot-Michelson inter-
ferometer considered in [8]. The input power is 3.4W, the

FIG. 4. Schematic of the output ports and input ports misalign-
ment. The black line indicates the fundamental mode defined by
the arm cavities of the interferometer. The colored lines show the
HOM components caused by different misalignment conditions.
(a) Output misalignment, i.e. misaligned LO path, or misaligned
signal path, respectively. (b) Input misalignment, i.e. misaligned
input laser beam, which will contribute HOMs to the LO beam
and reduce power inside the main interferometer. (c) Combination
of input port misalignment and output signal port misalignment.
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power transmissivity of the cavity input test mass is
700 ppm, the effective cavity mass is around 1g, and the
arm cavity length is around 1.4 m.

A. Output misalignment

The left-hand plot of Fig. 5 shows the effect of output
misalignment onto the quantum-noise limited displace-
ment sensitivity of our example Fabry-Pérot-Michelson
interferometer with BHD using a phase quadrature read-
out. The differently colored traces indicate different
magnitudes of misalignments. The right-hand top plot
shows the amplitude spectral density (ASD) of the
quantum noise, while the lower plot on the right-hand
side shows the response of the differential arm length
degree of the interferometer.
For output misalignment we obtain that at the frequen-

cies below 5 kHz, where radiation pressure noise dominates
in the interferometer, there is no visible influence on the
quantum-noise limited sensitivity due to HOMs in the BHD
paths. The most pronounced effect can be seen in the shot-
noise dominated frequency band, i.e. above 5 kHz. This can
be understood by the following chain of arguments. The
ponderomotive squeezing, which is described by KMI, is
responsible for the radiation pressure noise at low frequen-
cies and affects only the TEM00 mode. The effect of
misalignment on this mode can be described by a simple
multiplication by the factors jd00j < 1 and jc00j < 1 of the
fundamental mode contributions to the LO and the signal
beams, including the arm mirrors’ displacement signal.
While the contribution of the HOMs can have in general a
complicated structure at the level of field operators, the fact
that all fluctuating parts of the HOM fields are in the
vacuum state, which is invariant to phase shifts, the
resulting additional noise in the BHD photocurrent can
be described by the noise operators, nHOM, that absorb all
the HOM vacuum fields and enter the readout signal with

effective coefficients
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − jd00j2

q
and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − jc00j2

q
, corre-

spondingly. Assuming that there is no significant classical
field leaving the Michelson interferometer at the dark port,
one can safely neglect the noise contribution of the cross
term between the classical component in the signal beam
and quantum noise in the LO beam. Then we write out the
BHD photocurrent in the phase quadrature for the case of a
misaligned LO beam as

IBHD ∝ jLj
�
jc00j

�
e2iβarmð−KMIî

0
c þ î0sÞ þ eiβarm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2KMI

p
xSQL

x−

�

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − jc00j2

q
ΔnHOMs

�
þ H:c: ð29Þ

where jLj represents the magnitudes of the LO dc compo-
nents. Analogously we can describe the case of a mis-
aligned signal beam by replacing c00 with d00.

Therefore, the effect of misalignment and HOM con-
tamination of the readout signal is mathematically equiv-
alent to the effect of loss at the readout photodetectors, with
the misalignment coefficient jc00j2 serving as an effective
quantum efficiency of the readout. Indeed, radiation pres-
sure noise creates the real displacement of the mirrors of the
interferometer indistinguishable from the signal displace-
ment. Therefore, apparently the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
for back-action noise is not influenced by the output beam’s
misalignment, hence the back-action dominated part of
QNLS. Shot noise, on the contrary, remains the same
regardless of the level of output loss while the signal
magnitude decreases proportionally. Thus SNR for shot
noise goes down, worsening the QNLS, as can be seen in
Fig. 5 and in the following two formulas for QN and
QNLS, respectively:

SQN ≃ jc00j2ðS0s;SNðfÞ þ S0s;BAðfÞÞ þ ð1 − jc00j2Þ; ð30Þ

where S0s;SNðfÞ ¼ 1 and S0s;BAðfÞ are the shot-noise and
back-action components of the power spectral density
(PSD) of the quantum noise on phase quadrature at the
dark port in the TEM00 mode, respectively, and for QNLS,

SQNx ≃ jc00j2ð1þ S0s;BAðfÞÞ þ ð1 − jc00j2Þ
jc00j2jR−sj2

¼ S0s;BAðfÞ
jR−sj2

þ 1

jc00j2jR−sj2
; ð31Þ

where jc00j2jR−sj2 stands for the optomechanical response
function, emphasizing the signal contents reduced by jc00j2.
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FIG. 5. Left panel: Displacement quantum-noise limited sensi-
tivity (QNLS). Upper right panel: Quantum-noise (QN) ampli-
tude spectral density. Lower right panel: Response function of the
interferometer for different values of the misalignment angle
between the LO beam and the signal one at the BHD. It refers to
part (a) in Fig. 4. This gives the following values of equivalent
relative lateral displacement of the two beams normalized by the
beam radius on the photodiode: 0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.7.
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B. Input misalignment

Figure 6 shows the effect of input misalignment, which
refers to part (b) in Fig. 4. We find that in the low-frequency
range the sensitivity suffers more than in the case of output
misalignment, while the low-frequency sensitivity benefits
instead.
The effect of input misalignment is twofold: on the one

hand, HOMs contaminate the local oscillator beam and lead
to the decrease of the LO fundamental mode amplitude by a
factor of je00j < 1, which amounts to the same effect as
described above for output misalignment. On the other
hand, this also reduces the amount of classical light
circulating in the fundamental mode of the interferometer
by je00j2, thereby reducing the back-action noise, repre-
sented by the optomechanical coupling factor KMI in the
I/O relations [23].
Thus the BHD photocurrent can be approximately

expressed as

IBHD ∝ jLj
�
je00j

�
e2iβarmð−je00j2KMIî

0
c þ î0sÞ

þ eiβarm
je00j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2KMI

p
xSQL

x−

�
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − je00j2

q
ΔnHOMs

�
þ H:c:; ð32Þ

so that the quantum-noise power spectral density is
given by

SQN ≃ je00j6S0s;BAðfÞ þ 1; ð33Þ

and for the PSD of the QNLS, the above PSD is divided by
the modulus squared of the optomechanical response
function that is proportional to je00j4jR−sj2:

SQNx ≃ je00j2S0s;BAðfÞ
jR−sj2

þ 1

je00j4jR−sj2
: ð34Þ

So in the back-action dominated frequency band the SNR is
improved by 1=je00j2 due to lower power, circulating in the
interferometer. While at the shot-noise dominated band the
SNR is decreased to a much stronger degree, i.e. je00j4, since
the signal is reduced both due to the misalignment of the
LO beam and due to the reduced response of the lower-
power interferometer to the mirror displacement.

C. Combined output and input misalignment

In Fig. 7, we show a special case when input and output
misalignment compensate each other so as to produce a
perfect overlap of the LO and the signal beam at the BHD
photodiodes. This somewhat artificial situation demon-
strates the fact that the effects of input and output misalign-
ment can partially compensate each other. Here the
reduction of SNR is caused solely by the effect of the
decrease of power circulating in the interferometer.
Hence, the QN PSD can be written as

SQN ≃ je00j4S0s;BAðfÞ þ 1; ð35Þ

and the response of the interferometer is reduced by the
factor je00j. Combining these two effects in the QNLS PSD,
one obtains

SQNx ≃ je00j2S0s;BAðfÞ
jR−sj2

þ 1

je00j2jR−sj2
: ð36Þ

For arbitrary misalignment combinations, it is necessary to
specify the exact field distribution among different modes.
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Displacement QNLS. Upper right panel: QN
amplitude spectral density. Lower right panel: Response function
of the interferometer for different values of the misalignment
angle between the input laser beam and the interferometer, and at
the same time the same amount and same direction of misalign-
ment for the signal beam is set to recover perfect overlap between
the signal field and LO field. It refers to part (c) of Fig. 4.
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FIG. 6. Left panel: Displacement QNLS. Upper right panel: QN
amplitude spectral density. Lower right panel: Response function
of the interferometer for different values of the misalignment
angle between the input laser beam and the interferometer. It
refers to part (b) in Fig. 4.
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In that case the general framework provided in Sec. III can
be used.

VI. EXAMPLE OF THE SAGNAC SPEED
METER INTERFEROMETER

In this section, we give another illustrating example of the
influence of HOMs on the quantum noise, i.e. the particular
configuration of the zero-area Sagnac speed meter interfer-
ometer [24,25] which is proposed as a candidate for
suppressing the SQL. To be specific, we use the parameters
for the ERC-funded proof-of-principle prototype Sagnac
speed meter (SSM) interferometer being constructed at the
University of Glasgow [8,17], featuring equivalent param-
eters as the Michelson configuration in the previous section.
We introduce a general Sagnac interferometer with RBS

and TBS representing the main BS power reflectivity and
transmissivity. The interferometer transfer matrices, A, B,
C, D, defined in Eqs. (8), can be written for our particular
case as [17]

A00 ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RBSTBS

p
e2iβsag

�
1 0

−Ksym 1

�
; ð37aÞ

B00 ¼ ðRBS − TBSÞe2iβsag
�

1 0

−4KMI 1

�
; ð37bÞ

C00 ¼ ðRBS − TBSÞe2iβsag
�
1 0

0 1

�
; ð37cÞ

D00 ¼ −2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RBSTBS

p
e2iβsag

�
1 0

−Kasym 1

�
; ð37dÞ

where βsag ¼ 2βarm þ π
2
is the corresponding phase shift for

the full Sagnac interferometer. The symmetric and asym-
metric Saganac interferometer optomechanical coupling
factors are defined as

Ksym ¼ 2KMIsin2βarm ≃ 8Θγarm
ðΩ2 þ γ2armÞ2

;

Kasym ¼ 2KMIcos2βarm ≃ 8Θγ3arm
Ω2ðΩ2 þ γ2armÞ2

: ð38Þ

The response of the interferometer to the common
(cARM) and differential (dARM) mechanical modes of
the arm mirrors, that are of particular interest in the context
of gravitational wave detectors, can be written as

R− ¼ −ie2iβarm
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Ksym

p
xSQL

�
0

1

�
; ð39Þ

Rþ ¼ −e2iβarm
ðRBS − TBSÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Kasym

p
xSQL

�
0

1

�
: ð40Þ

Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of output and input
misalignment of the Sagnac speed meter with BHD read-
out, using similar levels of misalignment as were presented
earlier for the example of the Fabry-Pérot-Michelson
interferometer. As expected, the observed effects from
misalignment are the same for the Sagnac speed meter
and the Michelson interferometer.
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FIG. 9. Displacement QNLS of the Glasgow Sagnac interfer-
ometer for different values of the misalignment angle between the
input laser and the interferometer. (The blue dashed curve
indicates the QNLS of a perfectly aligned Michelson interfer-
ometer with equivalent parameters as the speed meter.) The inset
shows the amplitude spectral density of the QN only for the
respective case. These are the same beam parameters and
misalignment conditions as in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8. Displacement QNLS of the Glasgow Sagnac interfer-
ometer for different values of the misalignment angle between the
LO beam and the signal one at the BHD. (The blue dashed curve
indicates the QNLS of a perfectly aligned Michelson interfer-
ometer with equivalent parameters as the speed meter.) The inset
shows the amplitude spectral density of the QN only for the
respective case. This gives the following values of equivalent
lateral displacement of the two beams normalized by the beam
radius on the photodiode: 0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.7.
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VII. NONSTATIONARY MISALIGNMENT
EFFECTS IN THE BALANCED

HOMODYNE DETECTOR

All the beams’ misalignment and mismatch effects
considered thus far were assumed stationary. However,
in the real interferometer with suspended optics the optical
paths of the LO and the signal beams are disturbed in a
nonstationary way as a result of seismic motion of the
ground. Therefore, the initially static parameters describing
the misalignment of the Gaussian beams given in Sec. IV
now have to be considered as random functions of time
defined by the local seismic noise of the lab. It is the subject
of this section to estimate the additional noise in the BHD
readout incurring from the random seismically driven
movements of the suspended optical components, such
as steering mirrors. Specifically, we look at the influence of
tilt (pitch) motion, which has a much stronger coupling
from the longitudinal ground motion than the rotation
direction, which is a consequence of the suspension design.
For simplicity, we assume the two input beams of the

BHD, the LO and the signal beams, are Gaussian with
nonzero dc components only in the fundamental TEM00

mode, which can be justified by the use of output mode
cleaners for these two beams [13]. We also assume ac parts,
encompassing quantum and classical fluctuations, to be
much smaller in magnitude than the dc components.
The signal beam is the interferometer DP o, while the LO

is taken from the reflected light q. As in Eq. (12), we can
thus write

L0 ¼ Q0; S0 ¼ Hϕh
Os−l

00 ðtÞO0; ð41Þ

where Q0 and O0 are TEM00 mode dc parts in q and o,
respectively. We choose the coordinate system of the LO
beam as a reference, and the relative misalignment of the
signal beam is represented by Os−l

00 , defined in terms of
coupling coefficients c00 as in Eq. (24). According to
Eq. (5), the main dynamic photocurrents can be written as

IdyBHD ∝ Q†
0Hϕh

Os−l
00 ðtÞO0 þ H:c: ð42Þ

We further assume that the two beams are perfectly
matched in the static case; i.e. they have the same waist size
w0 and Rayleigh range zR and thus the same spot size on the
photodetectors. According to Eq. (23), in misalignment
condition, c00ðtÞ in terms of the small jitter angle θ or
equivalent beam shift Δr and beam size wðzÞ on the
photodetectors is given by

c00ðtÞ ¼ exp

�
−
k2w2ðzÞΔr2ðtÞ
8ðz2 þ z2RÞ

�

¼ exp

�
−
k2w2ðzÞθ2ðtÞ

8

�
; ð43Þ

where wðzÞ ¼ w0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðz=zRÞ2

p
. In general, θðtÞ contains

a dc part and the fluctuation part, which means
θðtÞ ¼ θDC þ θflðtÞ.
In order to calculate the jitter noise spectral density, we

need an additional step to calculate the spectral density of
the quadratic random process θ2ðtÞ, after which it is
straightforward to write the spectral density of the jitter
noise as

Sjitter ¼ jQ†
0Hϕh

O0j2
k4w4ðzÞ

64
ð4θ2dcSθfl þ Sθfl2Þ: ð44Þ

According to Eqs. (2)–(44) in [26], Sθ2fl turns out to be the
convolution of the spectral density of SθflðΩÞ, which reads

Sθ2flðΩÞ ¼
Z

∞

−∞
SθflðΩ0ÞSθflðΩ −Ω0ÞdΩ: ð45Þ

In the Sagnac interferometer, the fundamental mode ampli-
tudeO0 mainly comes from the imbalance of the main beam
splitter, ηBS ¼ RBS − 0.5, and then O0 ¼ 2ηBSP0.
Taking again the Glasgow SSM as an example, we

calculated the expected additional nonstationary beam jitter
noise due to seismic motion coupling into the LO and
signal path. While the double-pendulum suspensions of
these mirrors [8] strongly suppress seismic noise at
frequencies in our experiment band, there is still significant
motion of the mirrors at the pendulum eigenfrequencies.
Starting from a measured displacement noise spectral
density, we apply our simulated suspension transfer func-
tion for longitudinal motion to pitch motion coupling. This
result in the pitch noise spectral density is shown in the
inset in Fig. 10. From this, and using Eqs. (44) and (45), we
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FIG. 10. Additional nonstationary beam jitter noise driven by
seismic motion in the lab plotted against the QNLS curves of the
equivalent Michelson interferometer and of the Sagnac speed
meter interferometer with no imbalance in the beam-splitting
ratio and with 0.1% BS imbalance. The beam waist size is
0.925 mm, with beam travel distance 2.038 m. The inset is the
spectral density of jitter angle θ.
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arrive at the total noise contribution due to seismically
driven beam jitter noise in the Glasgow SSM experiment as
shown by the orange curve in Fig. 10. This traditional noise
is far below the quantum-noise limited sensitivity in our
measurement band between 100 and 1000 Hz.

VIII. SUMMARY

In this article, we investigated the performance of a
balanced homodyne readout in practical applications
including degradation effects from optical higher-order
Hermite Gaussian modes. We provided a general solution
for considering the effect of HOMs which are related to the
input and output ports’misalignment on the quantum-noise
limited sensitivity. The solution provides a framework for
solving arbitrary conditions of input and output port
misalignments or mismatch. This framework can be
applied to any interferometer; i.e. it is independent of
the actual interferometer configuration. We found that
output port misalignments only degrade the amplitude
spectral density of the shot-noise limited part of the
quantum-noise sensitivity by a factor of c00 or d00, while
the sensitivity in the back-action noise limited range will
not degrade. In the case of input misalignment, i.e. the laser
beam being misaligned with respect to the eigenmode of
the interferometer, firstly the laser amplitude inside the
interferometer will be reduced by a factor e00, thus changing
the quantum-noise limited sensitivity, and secondly it will
also contribute to the LO beam misalignment and worsen
the amplitude spectral density of the quantum-noise limited

sensitivity on high frequencies by a factor of e00
2 in total. In

addition, we investigated the noise coupling mechanisms
from beam jitter, i.e. time varying HOM contributions.
Using the case of the speed meter proof-of-concept experi-
ment under construction in Glasgow as an illustrating
example, we found that the seismically introduced beam
jitter noise is well below the quantum-noise level in our
sensitive frequency range 10–1000 Hz. We note that though
our framework supports the injection of squeezed light
states, for clarity we have refrained from a detailed
discussion of squeezing light injection in this article.
In conclusion, we have developed and applied a general

framework for investigating realistic applications of bal-
anced homodyne detection in suspended interferometers
with realistic (i.e. imperfect) optics, thus paving the way for
technical design studies of future upgrades to gravitational
wave detectors featuring balanced homodyne readout.
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